Using the World Percussion Network: Reading and Writing in Forums

Messages are used in both Electronic Mail and the Forums area. E-Mail consists of private messages from one user to another, while Forum messages are public messages from many users that are available to many others.

From the top menu the first menu you see when you connect to the WPN, type "F" then press the Return key to move to the Forums area of the WPN. You'll then be presented with this prompt:

Your current Forum is: General Information of a general nature to all.

K: Read messages
W: Write a message
Q: Quickmenu
F: Forum
S: Select a new forum
Y: Exit from Forum

Reading Messages—There are many ways for you to read messages in a Forum. Actually, most of the features you'll find here are not for reading messages. They're for finding the messages you are interested in. Once you've read the message, there are many options for what to do with it, and what message to read next. There are several ways for you to select Forum messages to read:

1. You can simply "scan" through them, which means that you can start at the beginning for a specified message number and read along from that point. You can then follow conversations "threads", etc.

2. You can list all of the messages in the Forum, in any of three different formats: brief title, title only, or full text. Each shows a message number which you can use later as a "scan" starting point.

K: "keyword" search for them, which means that you will be asked to specify one or more "keywords", or message contents, that you are specifically interested in.

Writing Messages—You can write a message in a Forum to a specific user, or to all the users.

The event, entitled "Drum Solutions," will include a session on instrumental making and a session for children called your personal instrument show. For more information, call Margaret's Music at (212)734-7540.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN MUSIC CONDUCTING

The University of Alabama is currently seeking an Assistant Professor to teach in the new conducting program. This is a nine-month, 12-credit position, with a 75% teaching load. The position involves teaching undergraduate and graduate conducting classes, and the above-mentioned position. The successful candidate will have a strong commitment to excellence in both conducting and music education. Applicants should prepare a complete dossier that includes a CV, a letter of application, and a composition sample. Please send all materials to: Margaret's Music, 341 3000, Zagreb, Croatia.

WORKSHOP ON ETHNIC PERCUSSION/HAND DRUMMING

Margaret's Music Store in Moorhead, MN, will hold a workshop on ethnic percussion and hand drumming March 11 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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The Chenin is a variety that is well suited to the cooler climate of the northern United States. It produces a rich, full-flavored wine with a distinctive character.

For more information, write:mátias M. de la Mora, MSSR, 10 South University Ave., Madison, WI 53706. 414/431-4977.

ASSISTANT INSTRUMENTALIST

Experience gained in a conductor's role is needed for exciting position with good growth potential. Must be proficient in Minnesota's first group study program. Responsibilities include weekly rehearsals and preparation of special events. Must have a strong background in music performance. For more information, contact the Music Department at 608/262-4900. Weekly position, $1,500.

Although the wine is not as richly colored as a red wine, it possesses a unique balance of fruit and acidity, making it an excellent choice for summer drinking.

Note: There is an available position with extreme qualities and I am interested in $5,000 to $10,000 for the academic year. Application deadline is April 1. For more information, contact Alia Wang or Lisa Briggs, Texas Tech University, School of Music, Box 10003, Lubbock, TX 79409-1003; phone 914/742-2079.

Other works are available with moderate coloring and a great deal of detail. The wine is also available in a smaller bottle and is more suitable for everyday consumption.

The Chenin is a white grape variety that is well suited to the cooler climate of the northern United States. It produces a rich, full-flavored wine with a distinctive character. The wine is often made into a dessert wine, which is甜美 and aromatic.
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